
FULL PAPER TEMPLATE 
 

TECHNICAL DETAILS 

1. The title of the paper is written in English and in the language in which the paper is 

written (as given below) using Times New Roman, font size 12, centered, bold, 

CAPITAL LETTERS. 

  

2. The name of the author/s is written using Times New Roman, font size 11, centered bold. 

If there are two or more authors, the order of information is: name, institution, country 

and e-mail of the first author and below that the names, institution, country and e-mail of 

the following authors. 

 

3. The literature shall be cited in APA style. Authors shall include at least 10 sources of 

citation (of which at least 5 from the last 5 years, except capital sources). Please follow 

the link for citation instructions: https://www.mendeley.com/guides/apa-citation-guide  

 

4. The abstract is written in two languages – in English (first) and in the language in which 

you write the paper (English, Russian or all the Balkan languages), using Times New 

Roman, font size 10, justified. The spacing in the text is SINGLE. 

 

5. The text is written using Times New Roman, font size 10, justified. The spacing in the 

text is single. The headings in the text are written in capital letters.  

 

6. The tables and graphs in the text shall be converted into pictures. The numeration and 

description of the tables, graphs and pictures shall be given above the table/graph/picture. 

 

7. The author should include 3-5 keywords. Below the keywords, the author shall indicate 

the field of the paper, as follows: 1) Natural and mathematical sciences, 2) Technical and 

technological sciences, 3) Medical sciences and Health, 4) Biotechnical sciences, 5) 

Social sciences, and 6) Humanities.  

 

8. The abstracts (in both languages) should not be less than 25 lines and not more than 40 

lines. The full paper should not be longer than 6 pages. 

 

9. Please, do not include headers, footers, page breaks and/or page numbers. 

 

10. Please submit the abstract/full paper in word format. The papers should be sent to 

info@ikm.mk  

 

 

 

 

 

 

6 pages maximum (with abstract and references) 

 

https://www.mendeley.com/guides/apa-citation-guide


EXAMPLE: 

TITLE OF THE PAPER 
 

 Name and surname of the first author 

Institution, country and e-mail address of the first author   

Name and surname of the second author 

Institution, country and e-mail address of the second author   

 
Abstract:   The abstract should be written within the frames of 25 – 40 lines. The abstracts should avoid any 

abbreviations and mathematical formulas. 

The abstract is a summarization of the full report, written in one paragraph, and should include next elements:  

1. Purpose 

2. Methodology 

3. Results 

4. Conclusions 

5. Recommendations 

6. Additional data 

Keywords: should include 4-6 key words that summarize the contents of the paper 
Field: Please state the field of the paper  

                      
НАСЛОВ НА ТРУДОТ 

 
Име и презиме на првиот автор 

Институција каде што работи првиот автор, е-маил адреса на првиот автор 

Име и презиме на вториот автор 

Институција каде што работи вториот автор, е-маил адреса на вториот автор 
 

Резиме: Резимето на трудот треба да биде напишано во рамките од 25 – 40 редови. Резимето не треба да 

вклучува кратенки и/или математички формули. 

Резимето претставува скратена верзија на трудот, напишан во еден параграф, кој треба да вклучува: 

1. Цел на истражувањето 

2. Методологија на истражувањето 

3. Резултати од истражувањето 

4. Заклучоци 

5. Препораки 

6. Дополнителни информации 

Клучни зборови: Авторот треба да даде 4-6 клучни зборови, кои ќе ја отсликаат суштината на трудот   

Област: Општествени науки (според областа во која е трудот) 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Use A4 paper, Portrait, margins Normal. Alignment Justify, Line Spacing Single, Paragraph Before 0 pt, After 0 pt, 

Indentation Right/Left 0 pt.  

Introduction is the first section of an IMRAD paper. It purposes is to state clearly the problem investigated and to 

provide the reader with relevant background information. State the objectives of the work and provide an adequate 

background, avoiding a detailed literature survey or a summary of the results. 

The purpose of the Introduction should be to supply sufficient background information to allow the reader to 

understand and evaluate the results of the present study without needing to refer to previous publications on the 

topic. Much of the Introduction should be written in the present tense. /Times New Roman, 10/ 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials and methods are the second section of an IMRAD paper. Its purpose is to describe the experiment in such 

retail that a competent colleague could repeat the experiment and obtain the some or equivalent results. Provide 

sufficient detail to allow the work to be reproduced. Methods already published should be indicated by a reference: 

only relevant modifications should be described. 



 

3. RESULTS 

Results are the third section of an IMRAD paper. Its purpose is to present the new information gained in the study 

being reported. It should be clear and concise. The Results are core of the paper. You shouldn`t start the Results 

section by describing methods that you inadvertently omitted from the Materials and Methods section. The Results 

must be written in past tense. 

 

4. DISCUSSIONS 

The final section of an IMRAD paper is the discussion. Its purpose is to fit the results from the current study into the 

preexisting fabric of knowledge. The important points will be expressed as conclusions. This should explore the 

significance of the results of the work, not repeat them. A combined Results and Discussion section is often 

appropriate. Avoid extensive citations and discussion of published literature.  

Many papers are rejected by journal editors because of a fault Discussion. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The main conclusions of the study may be presented in a short Conclusions section, which may stand alone or form a 

subsection of a Discussion or Results and Discussion section. Conclusions should provide a summary of important 

findings and their impli-cants to the area of research that is the forms of the article. 
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be brief. 
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